
Mosaic Design
unique . timeless . exclusive . powerful



Mosaic art is one of the oldest art forms in the world. 

As early as 400,000 years ago, our ancestors assembled non-local 

stones and bones in such a way that the first works of art were created.

Especially in the Roman Empire, in Greece and in the Orient, mosaics were 

widespread before and during antiquity. Many floors, but also walls in 
residential buildings of an upper social class and of course sacred buildings such 

as churches and temples were decorated with mosaics and are still decorated 

today.

In the 21st century, mosaics are enjoying a renaissance in Europe and adorn 

restaurants, hotels, bars, lounges, and wellness facilities in particular with their 

noble, timeless elegance.

Mosaic art



Solaris used to work in marketing and graphic design for 20 years and has 
a sense for high-quality and effective design.
Her exhibitions are extremely popular, and her designs can be found in countries 

such as Madeira, Hawaii, Bali, Thailand, Switzerland, Germany and Ibiza to name a 

few.

Ibiza is Solaris’ muse, traveling to exotic countries her inspiration. Here roots are 
German and she lives a varied nomadic lifestyle always focused on the bright and 
creative side of life.

Solaris has a deep and intuitive awareness for energies and the power of different 
materials. It is her deepest passion to create a piece of art by manifesting a high 

energetic vision through holistic interaction with the spirit of the selected materi-
als. Music also plays a major role in this creative process.

SOLARIS



Aurum Mosaics are unique and much more than just contemporary art.

These mosaics brighten up your interior and exterior spaces in the most magical 

way. These mosaics brighten up you interior and exterior spaces in the most 

magical way. The mosaics with mirrors reflect a dazzling sparkle in the sunlight in 
your villa, office, conference room, yacht, or business environment. Every Aurum 
Mosaic is elaborately handcrafted and unique. The materials used such as 

mother-of-pearl, gems, crystals, gold, mirrors, and agate are carefully selected and 

imported from different countries. 

The high-quality materials make the mosaics very valuable. Some of the decors are 
inspired by nature using unique and natural decorative elements with mixed 
materials.  We are always open to discussing any specific requirements regarding 
the colors, size, and selected materials of your bespoke mosaic.

Aurum Mosaic

To design your bespoke „Soul Mosaic“ Solaris connects with your soul. She dives 
into your essence and can see colors and materials to make your soul visible. The 
result is a super unique mosaic, a part of your soul that became visible. When you 
look at it, it always brings you into syncrinicity with your higher soul purpose.

Soul Mosaic



SOURCE



SOURCE with LED





STAR WISDOM STAR WISDOM



HIGHER SPIRIT HIGHER SPIRIT



LE FLEUR LE FLEUR



MEDUSA MEDUSA with Versace buttons



FOSSIL FOSSIL



STAR GATE STAR GATE



SOUL MOSAIC SOUL MOSAIC



OCEAN MOSAIC OCEAN MOSAIC



OCEAN OCEAN



LAGOON OCEANLAGOON



FEM FEM



OHMTRINITY



POWERPOWER



ORIENTAL BEAUTYMANDALA



Hotel DecoreHotel Decore



MOSAIC LOGO MOSAIC LOGO



SKY DISC



SOUL MOSAIC SOUL MOSAIC



PURIFYMETATRON



RE EL CORAZÓN



TEMPLE MOSAIC TEMPLE MOSAIC



Solaris Organization & Management LLC 

Whatsapp: +49.170.4163 536

E-Mail: solaris@aurum-mosaic.com

Instagram: @aurummosaic

 www.aurum-mosaic.com

“Mosaic art is my passion. When I close my eyes, I constantly see colors and shapes that I want to implement 

immediately as a mosaic. The ideas come from the very bottom of my soul. It fulfills me deeply when my clients 
have tears of joy in their eyes when I hand over a commissioned piece of artwork. Love Solaris”


